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Abstract

The digital error and control signals of Advanced LIGO’s differential arm
length control servo are used to reconstruct gravitational wave (GW) strain,
h(t). Currently, three different calibration pipelines produce h(t) with varying
errors and latencies. The real-time operating system in the front end comput-
ers runs CALCS, which performs infinite impulse response (IIR) filtering and
control operations on 16384 Hz clock cycles. Current limitations of these fil-
ters yield systematic errors which a second pipeline, the GDS, corrects in
low-latency using finite impulse response (FIR) filtering on computers dis-
tinct from the front end computers. The third pipeline, the DCS, implements
FIR filtering to condition archived data, and is used to recalibrate entire data
sets when dropouts occur in real-time. To prepare for O3 in late 2018, we
construct a new, self-contained calibration pipeline in the front end com-
puters which uses FIR filtering to yield strain. This new front end pipeline
produces calibrated h(t) within 1% of the magnitude of the DCS pipeline
output across all relevant frequencies. It will replace the current online cal-
ibration system in use, remove the redundancy of the CALCS-GDS system,
and provide refined GW strain measurements in near real-time (latency of ≈
3 seconds).

1 Introduction

Advanced LIGO (Laser Interferometric Gravitational-Wave Observatory) is a sys-
tem of enhanced Michelson interferometers designed to measure relative changes
in the spacetime interval between two sets of test masses. The arms of a detec-
tor contain 4 km-long Fabry-Perot cavities, which are filled with light from an
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(a) Simplified diagram of an Advanced LIGO detector (b) Multi-stage pendulum suspension, with both main and reac-
tion chain shown

FIGURE 1: Basic detector infrastructure

Nd:YAG 1064 nm laser (Figure 1a). Laser light continuously resonates in these
cavities, forming extremely stable beams which interfere at the anti-symmetric port
of the detector. A passing gravitational wave (GW) produces a differential change
in the X and Y arm lengths, ∆L, which in turn causes a phase shift in the beams
to be recorded at the photodetector. When the cavities are held on resonance, or in
“lock,” the laser power fluctuations measured at the photodetector are proportional
to gravitational wave strain.

In practice, the strain measured by the interferometer is due to various sources
of noise, and not just the astrophysical signals of interest. Multiple design mea-
sures have been taken to reduce noise and help reach the necessary detector sen-
sitivity. The mirrors at the end of each Fabry-Perot cavity are the bottom stages
of quadruple-pendulum systems [6], and the interferometer components rest on ac-
tive seismic isolation platforms, which assist in keeping lock at low frequencies by
reducing motion to the level of 10−11–10−12 m Hz−1/2 between 1 and 10 Hz [4].

Unwanted residual displacement remains, however, and additional methods are
needed to keep the interferometer on resonance: in Advanced LIGO, this is accom-
plished through the use of five length sensing control loops. The differential arm
(DARM) length control loop is the main focus of calibration efforts, as the final
gravitational wave strain time-series is produced from DARM length, defined as

∆Lext(t) = ∆Lx(t) − ∆Ly(t) = h(t)L (1)
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where ∆Lx(t) and ∆Ly(t) are the differential changes in the distance separating the
input test mass and the end test mass of the X and Y arms at time t, h(t) is total
strain measured by the detector, and L = 3994.5 m is the mean arm cavity length
[1].

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
the DARM loop and its components, Section 3 details the structure of the current
calibration pipelines used to calculate strain, Section 4 introduces a new pipeline
designed to run in the front end computers of the interferometer and describes
results of its preliminary tests, and Section 5 provides results of implementing this
new pipeline in the computers of L1, the main interferometer at LIGO Livingston.

2 The DARM loop

A real-time control system, the CDS (Control and Data System), operates in the
front end computers of the interferometer. Sensor and actuator electronics are
placed throughout the detector, and PCIe input/output chassis stream data from
these electronics to the front end clusters. The computers in this cluster perform
control algorithms and run the DARM length feedback loop in real-time. A digital
filter bank, D( f ), and two transfer functions comprise this feedback system; the
length sensing function, C( f , t), and the actuation function, A( f , t), are complex-
valued functions of frequency subject to time-dependent corrections.

2.1 Sensing function

The sensing function, C( f , t), describes the interferometer’s optical response to
∆Lres( f ). That is, it transforms residual displacement in meters into a digtized
error signal, derr, in arbitrary computer counts.

derr( f ) = C( f , t)∆Lres( f ) (2)

derr (DARM error) represents laser power fluctuations at the photodetector, and is
sampled at a rate of 16384 Hz. The constituent parts of C( f , t) include:

• κC(t) – optical gain, dependent upon the amount of light stored in the Fabry-
Perot cavities. It describes how many digital counts are generated in derr
given a reference DARM displacement at time t.

• (1 + i f / fc(t))−1 – approximated coupled-cavity pole between the signal-
recycling and arm cavities. Above the pole frequency, fc, the finite average
storage time of photons in the resonant arm cavities severely attenuates the
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FIGURE 2: The DARM control loop keeps the detector’s mirrors on resonance by suppressing exter-
nal differential arm displacements. Contributions to ∆Lext( f ) include displacements from Pcal, GWs
(red signal), and external sources of noise (horn honking) including seismic activity, ocean wave vi-
brations, and human activity. The transfer functions C( f , t) and A( f , t) are calibrated using different
types of signal injections. Pcal, xctrl, and xT (not shown in actuation filter block) are injection points
used for determining the values of the time-dependent κC, κT, and κPU correction factors.

detector’s response to ∆Lres( f ). During O1, the pole frequency at LLO was
measured to be 388 Hz [1].

• Q( f ) – time-independent part of sensing function, including the laser power
response of the readout port photodetector, the frequency response of the
analog-to-digital converter electronics in the sensing chain, and the time cor-
rection τC due to light travel in the cavities L/c as well as digitization and
computational delays in the electronics.

A simplified representation of the sensing function is:

C( f , t) =
κC(t)

1 + i f / fc(t)
Q( f ) (3)

2.2 Digital filters

A set of digital filters transforms the DARM error signal into a DARM control
signal in double-point precision [7]:

dctrl( f ) = D( f )derr( f ) (4)
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These filters are known exactly, and unlike the sensing and actuation func-
tions, introduce no uncertainty into the overall frequency response function of the
interferometer, R( f ). The actuation function transforms dctrl into ∆Lctrl( f ), a dis-
placement which suppresses the sensed external motion of the interferometer.

2.3 Actuation function

The main-chains of the suspended cascading pendula possess twin reaction-chains
that are suspended in parallel (Figure 1b). The top mass of each chain is controlled
independently using optical shadow sensors and electromagnetic actuators (OS-
EMs). For the bottom three suspended masses, actuation is provided separately
to each stage of the main-chain via the corresponding mass of the reaction-chain.
The DARM control signal, dctrl, is distributed to each actuator in the form of a
voltage, and a reaction force displaces each test mass at the ends of the detector:
∆Lctrl( f ) = −A( f , t)dctrl( f ), where the minus sign is included by convention. On
the upper intermediate (U) and penultimate (P) stages, digital-to-analog converters
drive electromagnets to induce a magnetic force on the masses of the main-chain.
On the test (T) stage, a digital-to-analog converter drives an electrostatic system
which produces dipole-dipole interactions between the test mass and a series of
electrodes attached to the corresponding reaction-chain stage [2]. This system is
called the electrostatic drive (ESD).

The actuation response of the test mass stage is known to vary over time.
Charge accrues on the test masses during observation runs and alters the strength
of the ESDs [5]. While the strength of the actuators of the upper intermediate and
penultimate stages are not expected to fluctuate with time, they are tracked in the
event of unexpected equipment failure. Hence, the time-dependency of the actua-
tion function is tracked via two variables: 1) κT(t), the test stage actuation scaling
factor, and 2) κPU(t), the combined actuation scaling factor for the P and U stages.

Explicitly, dctrl is distributed to each actuator and multiplied by a series of dig-
ital filters, Fi( f ), where i = T,PU to represent the test and combined penultimate
and upper intermediate stages, respectively. If we define AT( f ) and APU( f ) as the
frequency dependence of each stage’s actuator, then the total actuation is written
as

A( f , t) =

[
κT(t)FT( f )AT( f ) + κPU(t)FPU( f )APU( f )

]
e−2πi f τA (5)

where τA is the delay involved with digital-to-analog conversions between dctrl and
the voltages across the actuators.
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2.4 Response function

The DARM loop works to keep the differential arm length of the detector constant,
and the digital error and control signals the loop outputs are used to character-
ize differential displacements sensed by the interferometer. Abstractly, we need to
accurately model the detector’s response, R( f ), to infinitesimal external displace-
ments ∆Lext to be able to extract information about incident GW signals:

∆Lext( f ) = R( f )derr( f ) (6)

Inspection of Figure 2 shows that

derr = derrD( f )(−1)A( f )C( f ) + ∆Lext( f )C( f )

derr
(
1 + D( f )A( f )C( f )

)
= ∆Lext( f )C( f )

derr =
∆Lext( f )C( f )

1 + G( f )

where for simplicity we have approximated C( f , t) as C( f ) and ignored its time
dependent factors (same for A( f , t)). Additionally, we define the open loop transfer
function G( f ) = D( f )A( f )C( f ). From (6) it follows

∆Lext( f ) = R( f )
∆Lext( f )C( f )

1 + G( f )

R( f ) =
1 + G( f )

C( f )
(7)

We can re-write (6) using (1) and substitute the RHS of (7) to explicitly solve for
h:

h( f ) =
1
L

1 + G( f )
C( f )

 · derr

Notice from (4) that derr can be distributed as

h( f ) =
1
L

C( f )−1 · derr + D( f )A( f ) ·
dctrl

D( f )


h( f ) =

1
L

(
C( f )−1 · derr + A( f ) · dctrl

)
(8)
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h(t) is calculated in Advanced LIGO’s current calibration pipelines according to
(8), with convolution replacing direct multiplication as the operation between the
DARM signals and the transfer function models (as both are converted to the time
domain to reduce latency).

2.5 Modeling loop through calibration

Minimizing the uncertainty present in h(t) involves making precise measurements
of the parameters in the actuation function A and sensing function C which are not
known absolutely.

One method used to make such measurements involves a radiation pressure ac-
tuator called a photon calibrator (Pcal). A Pcal device placed near each end test
mass (ETM) shoots 1047 nm light from a power-modulated Nd3+:YLF laser onto
the front surface of the mirror [2], where it reflects and is recorded by an auxil-
iary photodetector. Photon calibration produces large-amplitude signals at specific
frequencies, xPC

T ( f ), that are much larger than ∆Lext at that frequency. These sig-
nals are known as calibration “lines” becuase they appear as large peaks in spectral
density plots of derr [3], and they facilitate high-precision measurements of DARM
suppression.

Two additional types of calibration lines are xctrl and xT, digital excitations
meant to track time dependent paramters associated with the actuation function.
While xctrl is injected directly into dctrl, xT is injected only at the test mass actuator
stage. A total of six calibration lines are used at LLO to track the time varying
elements of the DARM loop transfer functions, and they are listed in Table 1.

Num. Sym. Freq. (Hz) Type Purpose
1 ftst 35.9 ETM ESD TST + PU actuation
2 fpcal 34.7 Pcal DARM control actuation
3 fctrl 33.7 xctrl DARM control actuation
4 fpcal2 331.3 Pcal DARM sensing
5 fpcal3 1083.1 Pcal Calibration check
6 fpcal4 3001.1 Pcal Calibration check

TABLE 1: Calibration lines used at LLO.

To see how these calibration lines are used to derive the time-dependent cor-
rection factors (TDCFs) of the transfer function frequency models, see [8].
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TABLE 2: An overview of the key differences between each calibration system used in Advanced
LIGO, including their respective locations and structure.

Pipeline Latency Location Input Filtering
CALCS real-time front end computers derr and dctrl IIR
GDS O(10 s) DMT ∆̃Lres and ∆̃Lctrl FIR
DCS O(weeks) LDAS derr and dctrl FIR

3 Current calibration process

Calibration seeks to reconstruct GW strain measured by the detector using the
digital signals derr and dctrl. For its first and second observation runs (O1 and
O2), Advanced LIGO reproduced h(t) using a system of three separate calibration
pipelines, which are listed in Table 2. This section details the function, purpose,
and characteristics of each pipeline.

3.1 Front end calibration – CALCS

The CALCS system operates in real-time within the front end computers of the
interferometer. derr and dctrl are picked-off from the DARM loop at the locations
shown in Figure 2. Because it is located on the same computers as the DARM
front end model, CALCS has direct access to the parameters of the infinite impulse
response (IIR) filters for C and A which are used by the DARM loop, and these
filters can be replicated exactly in the calibration process.

The IIR filters for C−1 are applied to derr to produce ∆̃Lres, which is output at
16384 Hz. Similarly, dctrl is branched and distributed to each of three IIR filter
modules for the individual actuation functions: AT, AP, and AU. These are the
test, penultimate, and upper intermediate actuation functions, respectively. The
convolution of dctrl with each IIR actuation filter produces a corresponding fraction
of ∆̃Lctrl:

∆̃Lres = C( f )−1derr

∆̃Lctrl = ∆LT + ∆LP + ∆LU = A( f )dctrl

The constituent control displacements are downsampled to 4096 Hz and writ-
ten out as partially calibrated data products. Simultaneously, ∆̃Lctrl is sampled at
16384 Hz and delayed to be time synchronous with the calculated ∆̃Lres. These
displacements are summed to produce ∆̃Lext, the primary output of the CALCS
pipeline.
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Due to lack of sufficient time for testing before observing runs began, the cur-
rent front end calibration scheme does not apply time-dependent correction factors
(TDCFs). Additionally, features of the calibration such as super-Nyquist proper-
ties cannot be accurately modeled with IIR filters, and as such the data products
of CALCS contain systematic errors which range from a few percent in the mid-
frequency band (50–500 Hz) to nearly 10% at high frequencies (1–3 kHz). These
shortcomings of the current front end calibration model necessitate the use of an
additional online pipeline to make corrections.

3.2 Low-latency online calibration – GDS

The Global Diagnostic System (GDS) is an online, low-latency calibration pipeline
written in gstlal codebase, a combination of LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL)
tools wrapped in GStreamer [7]. The partially calibrated ∆̃Lres, ∆LT, ∆LP, and ∆LU
computed by CALCS are broadcast to the Data Monitoring Tool (DMT) through
the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) Data Concentrator, where they are written to
frames. The GDS pipeline, located within the DMT, reads these data from shared
memory.

Finite impulse response (FIR) filters are used to model the components of the
inverse sensing and actuation functions not accounted for in CALCS, such as ac-
curate time delays and the super-Nyquist features of both transfer functions. These
filters are called “correction” filters, as they refine the estimates of the residual and
control displacements made by CALCS, and are represented by C−1

corr and Acorr.
The process of generating FIR filters from the frequency domain models of the
inverse sensing and actuation functions, as given in Section 2, is as follows:

1. High-pass filter — components of the frequency spectrum below 9 Hz are
“rolled off” by multiplying them by half of a Hann window raised to the
fourth power.

2. Low-pass inverse sensing — the inverse sensing function tends toward infin-
ity at high frequencies (as the detector’s response is attenuated for f > fc),
so the frequency components of C above 6 kHz are multiplied by half of a
Hann window.

3. Artificial delay — an artificial delay equal to half the number of taps in the
produced FIR filter is added to center the filter in time. This delay is undone
in the GDS pipeline by advancing the corresponding output by an equal num-
ber of computer cycles.

4. Inverse Fourier transform — after the Nyquist component of the frequency
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response is zeroed out, the inverse Fourier transform of each frequency do-
main model produces the desired time domain FIR filter.

5. Tukey window — the filter is passed through a Tukey window so that it falls
off smoothly near its edges.

In the GDS pipeline, ∆LP and ∆LU are summed before filtering to reduce com-
putational costs. The FIR filters in the actuation channels are longer in length than
the inverse sensing filter (6 seconds vs. 1 second), stemming from the fact that
significant noise attenuation is needed at lower frequencies (<∼10 Hz). ∆LPU =

∆LP + ∆LU and ∆LT are downsampled to 2048 Hz from 4096 Hz to further im-
prove computational efficiency. An applied sinc table minimizes the effects caused
by aliasing.

Acorr and C−1
corr are applied through direct convolution, producing the following

displacements:

∆LG
res = C−1

corr ∗ ∆̃Lres

∆LG
PU = Acorr ∗ ∆LPU

∆LG
T = Acorr ∗ ∆LT

where the superscript “G” reflects that the displacement is generated in the GDS
pipeline. After ∆LG

PU and ∆LG
T are upsampled to the full 16384 Hz rate of the

calibration model, the TDCFs discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 are applied to each
displacement. The residual displacement ∆LG

res is divided by κC(t) to correct for the
optical gain’s fluctuations in time. Currently, a single factor κPU(t) represents the
combined time-dependence of the penultimate and upper intermediate actuation
strength, while κT(t) corrects for the varying strength of the ESD caused by charge
build-up. Each kappa is sampled at 16 Hz because they are slowly-varying, so they
must be upsampled to the rate of the model before being applied.

Following kappa corrections, the GDS pipeline outputs strain:

h(t) =
∆LG

res

κC(t)
+ ∆LG

PUκPU(t) + ∆LG
TκT(t)

A calibration state vector, described in [7], monitors the fidelity of the computed
h(t) by ensuring that the TDCFs are within an accepted range of values, and that
the FIR filters have had sufficient time to settle.
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3.3 High-latency offline calibration – DCS

The third and final calibration system used in Advanced LIGO is the Data and
Computing Systems (DCS) pipeline. The DCS pipeline is not connected to the
online network which establishes communication between the CALCS and GDS
systems: it functions offline by reproducing GW strain from archived data. The
DCS system is used for posterity; frequent data dropouts occur in the front end
computers because of detector maintenance and bugs in system hardware and soft-
ware, and the need to recalibrate large sets of data after-the-fact is not uncommon.

The DCS pipeline reads raw derr and dctrl from the DARM loop pick-off and
applies FIR filters containing the full reference models of C−1( f ) and A( f ), not
just the correction components as used in the GDS. Additionally, instead of reading
TDCF values computed in the front end computers, a file containing the parameters
used to calculate the TDCFs is hard-coded into the pipeline. This corrects potential
systematic errors that arise out of dropouts in real-time computation of TDCFs.
The high-latency production of GW strain typically occurs weeks to months after
the raw data is archived, and is carried out by the LIGO Data Grid computing
clusters. For a complete diagram of the Advanced LIGO calibration scheme, see
LIGO-G1501518-v15.

4 Complete front end calibration pipeline

The goal of calibration is swift and accurate reporting of h(t): this gives astronomers
the maximum response period to perform electromagnetic follow-up of gravita-
tional wave events. A complete calibration pipeline in the front end computers
of the interferometer which provides operators with the “best possible” calibrated
GW strain would remove the need of the inefficient CALCS-GDS system. When
implemented, this new, self-contained pipeline will yield h(t) as a raw data product,
similar to the way derr and dctrl are currently produced. In this section, we show
that such a pipeline can feasibly replace the current online calibration system.

The new front end calibration pipeline we have built closely replicates the pro-
cesses of the DCS pipeline. We generate FIR filters to use in the front end system
from “L1DCS 1175961600.npz”, a file containing measurements of the inverse
sensing and actuation function parameters for that GPS time1. The inverse sensing
filter is 16384 taps in length, while the actuation filter is 12288 taps long. Running
at a rate of 16384 Hz, the inverse sensing filter is 1 second long, while the actuation
filter is 6 seconds in length as both actuation paths run at the lower rate of 2048
Hz.

1This file can be located at the following repository.
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4.1 Inverse sensing chain

Whitened derr is sent into the new model from the DARM loop at 16384 Hz. All
preliminary testing of the front end pipeline took place on dedicated testing com-
puters at LLO, not the main interferometer (L1). Due to hardware constraints of
these computers, the inverse sensing FIR filter initially required too many com-
puter cycles to complete. Consequently, the filter was split to run in parallel on
two separate computer cores. In addition to the primary front end model, named
x2calcs1, an auxiliary model (x2calcs2) was created to host the second half of
the inverse sensing filter.

Intercommunication between model files takes a single computer cycle. Thus,
Sending derr to x2calcs2 results in a one cycle delay. The delay of the total inverse
sensing filter is defined to be half its length, or 8192 cycles. Sending the second
half of the filtered signal back to x2calcs1 to be summed produces another unit
delay, and the inverse sensing chain has a total delay of 8194 cycles.

FIGURE 3: A simplified diagram of the complete front end calibration pipeline. Note that the in-
jected kappa values are sampled at 16 Hz, and the cubic spline algorithm used to upsample ∆LF

PU and
∆LF

T (“F” referencing a displacement generated in the front end pipeline) from 2048 Hz to 16384 Hz
is used to resample the kappas to 16384 Hz. Downsampling dctrl in the new pipeline is accomplished
using a sinc table.

4.2 Actuation chain

Whitened dctrl is sent into x2calcs1 at 16384 Hz. A sinc table, shown in Figure
4a, downsamples dctrl to 2048 Hz. This sinc table is implemented as an FIR filter
and produces a 791 cycle delay. The downsampled dctrl is then branched into both
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(a) SINC TABLE: the sinc table used to downsample dctrl from
16384 Hz to 2048 Hz is a sharp low pass filter.

(b) CUBIC SPLINE: note the magnitude response of the cubic spline filter
begins to roll off noticeably around f = 200 Hz. This introduces a roll off

in the overall actuation transfer function.

FIGURE 4: The sinc table and cubic spline FIR filters used in the resampling processes of the front
end model.

actuation channels and filtered by APU and AT. Each filter is 12288 taps long,
resulting in a 6144 cycle delay at the lower rate. At the full rate of 16384 Hz, this
corresponds to a 49152 cycle delay.

Each filtered signal is then upsampled from 2048 Hz to 16384 Hz using cu-
bic spline interpolation (Figure 4b). Based on the structure of the code used in
implementing the spline algorithm, a delay of 16 cycles is produced during the up-
sampling process. The actuation path accounts for a total delay of 49959 cycles.
The inverse sensing and actuation paths have a relative difference of 41765 cycles,
and a ring buffer delays the inverse sensing chain by this amount before summing
all three channels to produce ∆LF

ext.

4.3 Evaluating FIR filters

The frequency domain models of the inverse sensing and actuation functions from
the DARM loop provide a benchmark against which the generated FIR filters are
compared. This comparison allows the calibration group to quantize the error as-
sociated with approximating the transfer functions with FIR filters in the new front
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end pipeline. Figure 5 displays a comparison of the inverse sensing filter, Figure
6 shows the combined penultimate + upper intermediate actuation filter responses,
and Figure 7 shows the comparison of the test actuation filter.

FIGURE 5: INVERSE SENSING FILTER COMPARISON: (top left, bottom left) — the magnitude
and phase responses of the FIR filter in the new front end pipeline (blue) are plotted against the
frequency response of the DARM loop calibration (red). (top right, bottom right) — error in magni-
tude response peaks around 10−2 (ignoring effects near Nyquist fNq = 8192 Hz), while error in phase
varies between 10−3 and 10−4.
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FIGURE 6: ACTUATION PU FILTER COMPARISON: (top left, bottom left) — the magnitude and
phase responses of the front end model FIR filter (blue) are plotted against the frequency response
of the DARM loop calibration (red). Note that the front end model varies from the DARM loop
frequency response primarily at the notches located at ≈ 500 Hz and 1000 Hz. (top right, bottom
right) — relative magnitude error hovers between 10−3 and 10−4 until about 150 Hz, where an in-
creasing roll off in magnitude response causes greater error. Phase error is close to 0 except at the
notch frequencies.
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FIGURE 7: ACTUATION TST FILTER COMPARISON: (top left, bottom left) — the magnitude
and phase responses of the front end model FIR filter (blue) are plotted against the frequency response
of the DARM loop calibration (red). Note the TST filter has the same roll off in magnitude beginning
around 150 Hz. (top right, bottom right) — error in magnitude is on the order of 10−4 until the roll
off, and phase error is virtually zero.

The roll-off in magnitude occurring at high frequencies in the actuation FIR
filters is well-understood. Figures 6 and 7 display the transfer function of the full
actuation paths, which contain contributions from the sinc table and cubic spline
filters in addition to the actuation filter. As shown in Figure 4b, the cubic spline
filter has a roll-off beginning around 150 Hz. To verify that the actuation filters
we produce in the front end model match the frequency domain model from the
DARM loop, we divide out the transfer functions of the sinc table and cubic spline.
The corrected transfer functions of the APU and AT filters are shown in Figure 8
and Figure 9, respectively.

Currently, we do not understand why the APU filter in the new calibration
pipeline does not match the frequency response of the corresponding DARM loop
transfer function at the notch frequencies f ∈ [490 Hz, 520 Hz]. We have checked
that the discrepancy in response is not a precision issue, and that the type of win-
dowing used in this filter does not affect its response. Further investigation is
needed to explain this observed behavior.
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FIGURE 8: ACTUATION PU FILTER CORRECTED: (top left, bottom left) — front end model
filter response (blue), DARM loop frequency response (red). Note the roll off in magnitude at high
frequencies has been removed. (top right, bottom right) — relative magnitude error is reduced to
≈ 10−4 throughout the frequency band except at the notches.

FIGURE 9: ACTUATION TST FILTER CORRECTED: (top left, bottom left) — front end model
filter response (blue), DARM loop frequency response (red). Note the roll off in magnitude at high
frequencies has been removed. (top right, bottom right) — relative magnitude error is reduced to
≈ 10−4 throughout the frequency band.
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Because we know the roll off of the cubic spline leads to an error in the over-
all actuation path transfer functions, a systematic error in the strain output by
x2calcs1 is introduced. This error is acceptable because actuation contributes
little to strain at high frequencies. For example, at 300 Hz, the AT filter has an
error of 1% in magnitude, and AT contributes only 20% to strain at this frequency
(see aLIGO LLO Logbook 29622). Thus, errors in actuation add a 0.2% systematic
error to the output strain magnitude at 300 Hz (error from APU filter is even smaller
and can be safely ignored).

4.4 Comparison of calibrated strain

To test the viability of the new calibration pipeline, we inject 600 seconds of data
from the past into the pipeline and check if the output strain matches the strain
that the DCS pipeline calculated during this interval of time. Figure 10 displays
an amplitude spectral density (ASD) plot which shows how the calibrated strain
measurements between the two systems compare across the entire frequency band
of Advanced LIGO searches.

FIGURE 10: (top) — ASD comparison of the strain computed by the DCS calibration pipeline (red)
vs. the new front end model (blue). (bottom) — the relative error between the strain output of the
two pipelines reaches a maximum of ≈ 0.5% near the violin mode frequencies.
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5 Testing the front end model on L1

The x2calcs1 and x2calcs2 models were installed on L1 as l1calcs1 and
l1calcs2, respectively. Before the new front end calibration pipeline can replace
the online CALCS and the low-latency gstlal pipeline (GDS), we must verify
that it produces accurate, calibrated strain from live data being streamed through
the interferometer. One check is to examine the ratio of strain measured through
photon calibration at the calibration line frequencies to l1calcs1 strain.

5.1 Pcal ratios

The Pcal devices discussed in Section 2.5 can be used to examine the accuracy
of the strain produced by the new calibration pipeline. Over a reference interval,
fluctuations in laser power at the auxiliary Pcal photodetector (located at the end
test mass of the Y arm at LLO) are recorded in double precision. These power
readings are converted into displacement (and subsequently strain) through the re-
sponse function of the interferomter. Because parameters of the inverse sensing
and actuation functions are determined through Pcal, and the FIR filters used in
the calibration process model these functions, we expect the strain found through
this method to match the strain measured by l1calcs1 at the calibration line fre-
quencies. Calibration lines at 16.3, 331.3, and 1083.1 Hz are run constantly at
LLO, so we were able to easily check Pcal ratios at these frequencies. Ideally,
the magnitude ratio of calibration model strain over PcalY strain should be 1, and
the difference of their phases should be 0. The Pcal ratios appearing in Figure 11
show that l1calcs1 strain matches sufficiently well with the expected values at
line frequencies.

For thoroughness, we also compare l1calcs1 strain to Pcal strain across a
wide range of frequencies using a broadband injection. Figure 12 displays these
magnitude and phase comparisons over the range 30–2000 Hz. The graphs in this
figure show that the magnitude ratio of l1calcs1 strain over Pcal strain is very
near 1 over the injection frequency range (not just at line frequencies), and the
difference in phase between the signals is close to 0 throughout this interval.

5.2 ASD comparison using live data

To further test the l1calcs1model, we sample 300 seconds of live data beginning
at GPS time 1186324862 and measure the strain it ouputs for this time interval.
Then, we generate the strain calculated by the DCS pipeline during this interval of
time and compare the two in an ASD plot. This plot is shown in Figure 13.
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(a) 16.3 Hz line (b) 331.3 Hz line

(c) 1083.1 Hz line

FIGURE 11: Pcal ratios are a quick check of the strain measured by the l1calcs1 model against
the strain calculated from the laser power readings at the PcalY photodetector. At the calibration line
frequencies 16.3 Hz, 331.3 Hz, and 1083.1 Hz, the ratio of strain magnitude should ideally be 1, and
the difference in strain phase should be 0. Variations below 1% in magnitude and phase are accepted
as systematic errors which arise from accuracy limitations of the Pcal devices used in the detector.
Each subfigure shows that l1calcs1 strain matches sufficiently well with the Pcal reference.
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FIGURE 12: Broadband injection between 30–2000 Hz used to compare strain computed from Pcal
laser fluctuations to l1calcs1 strain (red). Appearing in black is the ratio and difference values for
h(t) as computed by the GDS pipeline during this time interval. l1calcs1 strain is near the level
of accuracy of GDS strain when compared to the Pcal reference, and even introduces less error at
certain frequencies.

6 Conclusion

We have built and integrated a new calibration pipeline into the real-time control
software running on the front end computers of L1. This new system, composed of
the models l1calcs1 and l1calcs2, uses identical FIR filtering from the high-
latency gstlal pipeline (DCS) to reconstruct GW strain. l1calcs1 produces
strain that matches DCS output to better than 1% in magnitude across the frequen-
cies 10–6000 Hz. While the digital filters used in l1calcs1 and l1calcs2 deviate
from the ideal models of each transfer function, the overall error in h(t) magnitude
due to these discrepancies is negligible. We derive the formula

δh(t) =

( 1
Cmodel

·
1
δC

)
· derr + (Amodel · δA) · D · derr

from Equations 4 and 8 to quantity the absolute magnitude error introduced in
strain from the filters of the new pipeline. Here, δC refers to the relative residuals
of the sensing function, Cmodel is the ideal sensing function filter values (both from
Figure 5), and so on. The product of these values gives an absolute residual, and we
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FIGURE 13: An amplitude spectral density (ASD) comparison reveals that the strain computed by
the new front end calibration pipeline (red) differs from DCS output (blue) by an amount on the order
of 10−3 across all frequencies.

combine the inverse sensing and total actuation residuals to give δh(t). In Figure
14, we graph the relative magnitude error (h(t)model − δh(t))/h(t)model, where

h(t)model =
1

Cmodel
· derr + Amodel · dctrl

Results of testing indicate that l1calcs1 and l1calcs2 can replace the dual
CALCS and GDS online calibration systems during the third observation run of
Advanced LIGO. This will remove an unnecessary redundancy of the current cal-
ibration scheme, giving operators direct access to the best possible refined h(t)
measurements with a latency of ≈ 3 seconds (49959 cycles running at 16384 Hz).
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FIGURE 14: The relative error introduced into l1calcs1 strain magnitude from the non-ideal FIR
filters reaches a maximum of ≈ 0.5% near violin mode frequencies. While more investigation is
needed as to why errors peak here (whereas they are significantly less at other frequencies), the
small errors shown in this graph show that l1calcs1 and l1calcs2 together can be adopted as the
primary online system to readout calibrated GW strain.
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